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Music In Poetry
West End Poetry Festival 2022
Slow down
find the music
in poetry. Just add
music to prose and it becomes
a poem.
What is it that turns words into poetry? Poems don’t always have to rhyme, they can be in many
different forms and of any length. What makes a poem a poem? It is finding the music in words
which transforms prose into poetry. The essence of music can transform a page of sentences into
poetry, one word, one line at a time.

Festival Highlights
We were in-person!
Friday evening poetry workshop led by renowned poets Nichole Brown and Jessica Jacobs at Town Hall.
Saturday’s events at the Century Center began with a poetic welcome by Carrboro Mayor Damon Seils.
“Book Poet” readings from poets with recently published books. Joan Barasovska,
(Orange Tulips), Alana Dagenhart,(Yellow Leaves) Cedric Tillman (In My Feelings),
and Jacinta White (Resurrecting the Bones).
Poetry in the Round led by Gary Phillips and Susan Spalt where
new and experienced poets shared their work.
Community Poem reading—3 versions led by Liza Wolff-Francis, our poet-laureate elect.
continued on page 2
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Readings by featured poets: Fred Joiner, current Poet Laureate, Nichole Brown, Jessica Jacobs,
Alan Shapiro (who read at the Festival 10 years ago) and Liza Wolff-Francis
The West End Poetry Festival is funded by the Carrboro Tourism Development Authority and
planned by the Carrboro Poets Council (Gideon Young, Liza Wolff-Francis, Susan Spalt, Jay Bryan,
Carrboro Poet Laureate Fred Joiner, Davis Lensch, Alexander Benedict and Paul Jones), with
the assistance of Jackie Helvey and the staff of the Recreation, Parks, & Cultural Resources
Department of the Town of Carrboro.
The Poets Council would like to thank the Carrboro Town staff, especially Charles Harrington, for t
heir support in planning and implementing the festival. The Council would also like to thank Open
Eye Café for donating coffee and tea, and Weaver Street Realty for donating wine. In addition, we
appreciate the support of former council members Abigail Browning and Gary Phillips.
Community Poem created by Abigail Browning and Liza Wolfe-Francis
Invocation
Call North Carolina what you want, it is still home
As our parents' seeds, many of us rode karmic winds to Carrboro
floated into town on a raft of saxophone notes
Hear, here, the voices that crescendo in October across the West End
The ghosts of hundred-year-old oaks, murdered for a parking lot, haunt Car Mill Mall
It be the food of love, of rage, of consolation— sing on, poets, give me excess of it
my oldest voice will speak again
Come, dance with me to the tunes of the morning Sun, bloom along the dahlias and daisies,
birth an oomph to the soul.
cicadas shimmer the air, summer maracas
In Carrboro, cacophony breeds epiphany
The language dances, the sound speaks my name, it is poetry that tends the fire.
Come to Carrboro, find the rhythm, find the rhyme, spend some time, there’s always time for
one more rhyme and one more stroll through the streets of Carrboro.
poetry is a tapestry woven with words, love, rhythm, intensity and contemplation,
creating the music of our lives

Liza Wolff-Francis, 2023/2024 Carrboro Poet Laureate
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Dear Town of Carrboro,
I am thrilled to be the next Carrboro Poet Laureate! Thank you for having me as the person
who encourages poetry in and around the town!
Throughout these next 2 years, I plan to facilitate workshops, open mics, and spaces for
people to write poetry together, get to know each other, and have fun using their voices
and pens! I look forward to meeting people– so please: come read, come write, or just say
Hello.
I believe everyone has at least one poem in them (if not volumes of poetry) and that everyone can be a poet if they wish to be. Poetry can bring people together, it can make you
feel seen, heard, and included. It’s a way to find your voice and use it! Whether you already
write poetry, wrote poetry once long ago, write poetry in secret, have never written poetry, or are not sure if you want to write poetry, please come join us to write, read, and listen!
I want to thank Fred Joiner who was the Carrboro Poet Laureate before me. He will still be
out and about, as are the great poet laureates we’ve had before him. My term will run for
2 years, from January 2023 to December 31, 2024, and then it will be time for someone
else to step up to encourage poetry love! I also want to thank the Poets’ Council. They do a
lot of work to bring poetry to Carrboro as well, including the West End Poetry Festival in
October, which I will also help to organize. And– Thank you to the Town of Carrboro that
encourages poetry and even opens each Town Council meeting with a poem. WOW!
That’s awesome!
Our community is even stronger when we share our voices through poetry!
Hope to see you soon, hope to get to hear your poetry, and hope to get to write with you!
In poetry,
Liza
Liza Wolff-Francis
Carrboro Poet Laureate beginning January 1, 2023
The leaves turned
from green to yellow, orange to red,
rested brown and crunchy underfoot.
The darkness stays a bit longer these days.
Pull out the searchlight for the poetry
inside you that wishes to be found.
Not all that is in the dark
wishes to stay hidden.

Shelly Lyons
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snow
there’s this sadness,
deep and heavy,
settling like a thick layer of snow
over every part of me,
the coldness seeping down deep
into my chest,
into my heart,
snowflakes in my hair
turning black to gray,
on my eyelashes
melting into tears,
filling my ears,
muffling the laughter I once heard,
still close-by, but no longer mine,

here I stand
in my summer clothes,
feet bare, desperately alone,
wondering,
how did winter arrive so soon?
what happened to summer?
to autumn?
to me?
I used to have a beautiful photograph
hanging on the wall,
bright colors, crisp edges,
two laughing boys flanking
two smiling parents,
their arms around each other,
going forth as one complete family,
walking bravely into the future,
secure, safe, certain,

continued on page 4

Shelly Lyons
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but then
that fateful summer came,
carefree, hot, alluring pool with new friends,
we stayed outside for the whole season and even longer,
until one morning,
there was frost on the grass,
car windows,
fallen leaves,
I turned around suddenly, searching for a calendar,
wondering
where did the time go?
how did I get here?
the months flew by,
like a dream
like birds flying,
but I didn’t see they were heading south
and winter was coming
and now
the snow is deep,
heavy, wet,
covering all there is -

the photograph on the wall
has curled, faded, a ghost image
and I have no camera
to take a new one.

Randy B. Young
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A Shore Thing
Youth was fire red and honey gold, blindingly bright and vibrant and radiating.
We were lost, tumbling in and out of brilliant dreams some distant and long-ago morning.
Laid out in the sane like a confectioner's taffies in the store window.
We worshipped the day and were busy with “nothing better to do”
Than be perfectly still and embrace the breeze and feel the sun dance across our skin,
Now and then, pausing to lay its warm cheek to ours like a sleepy lover.
And all of life from there was sun-bleached and golden,
Even through the veils of half-closed eyes.
And the sea roared its approval in thunderous applause.
Until time crept by and roused us, harsh and cold,
And our eyes opened to a world…
(Faint and green and pale as death)

Evermore in the sober afterburn of age and uncertainty just,
Waiting just there in the shadows.

Ken Greenman
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Summer is gone
Another summer gone
and soon is getting in, the cold.
I guess I am getting old,
Don’t want them sweaters no more.
Gray days ahead,
never warm enough to bake,
my body in that heat,
that I will surely miss.
But I kinda like those
cloudy dark winter cold days,
the ones you wanna be in
but you have to get out.
I guess
I am getting old.
I love the summer
But winter no more.

Jean Jones
My purest self
You, my purest self -true lover, my ardent muse . . .
I celebrate you,

worship your mystery
as you claim intimacies.
Archive of desire,
attend and cradle
where we bear joyous poems
of celebration.
You attend my heart,
and that makes life and love possible-

Brenda K. Ledford
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Balto
Throughout the ages epidemics
have burst forth, swept the earth
as a wildfire burning
a forest to ashes.
The deadly disease of diphtheria
struck Nome, Alaska in 1925.
A telegram was sent
for one million units of serum.
Cut off by snowstorms,
too dangerous to fly.
Panic. Would stricken people die?
Could dogs carry the medicine?
Balto led the sled team
through the Arctic blizzards,
across the treacherous waters,
lost some of the dogs.
The heroic husky saved the team.
Fans erected a statue
in New York City’s Central Park
dedicated to his endurance.

Ken Greenman
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Venting
Call me paranoid, but I call it imagination
The two large intake tubes sucking in air
While I stare out at you thinking of their regurgitation
Of corpulent dust mites and mold falling on my hair.
Don’t laugh! Your lungs will fill with dryness—

Maybe even get cut by the grate swinging off with force
Just another distraction for a place so hapless.
I’ll eventually get back on course,
But now I play out each scenario
Like turning a dial on my mom’s old stereo.

Shelly Lyons
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time flies
my head is spinning with confusion and noise,
sounds of time slipping away
echoing thru my mind
like a crazy moaning saxophone
sliding, screaming
from note to note
hour to hour
quicker than my ears
can hear,
quicker than my mind
can swallow
days, weeks, months
skipping by
tripping
falling
gone
before I get used to it being today
today is gone and now it’s the future
aching for sleep
chance to go slowly
or simply be still to
take my time thinking
time my time doing
nothing for a while
instead of hurrying, scurrying,
from this place to that
for money, for others, for me
one day blends
into every other day
into every other chore
and time had no boundaries
unless you count the jagged
hurried path of a car,
yet, how to stop time?
how to stop me?
from this frantic rush I’m in
just to cross off
items 1 thru 25
on my to do list
except to realize
that there’s never going to be
an end until I’m dead
and that’ll come a lot faster
with every frantic day
whether it has a check mark or not.

Timothy Crowley
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Buttercup
During mid-summer months
scattered throughout our
backyard paradise unlike
the remarkable rose.
Buttercup awakening with
morning sun, works
its way into repose.
Aware it is safe even with
the approaching silence from a
critter who just might be
in search of a snack shuns
buttercup, just a basic weed.
Warns its predator to seek
elsewhere. On the other hand the
thorn bearing rose strategically rests.
Both backyard beauties reminding us
of the time we were young,
the buttercup caressed our chin,
the rose found its way to a
loving vase and held its own.
The precious buttercup sought
its way back the safety of inner earth
awaiting next mid-summer’s welcoming.
Buttercup, as the rose, represents
love, not much different than one
another, symbols of
love and joy.

Poetry Competitions continued...
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NORTH CAROLINA POETRY SOCIETY

2023 PINE SONG AWARDS
DEADLINE: January 12, 2023
The NC Poetry Society invites submissions to its 2023 adult poetry contests.
Entrants do not have to be residents of North Carolina.

Prizes (per category): 1st Place: $100; 2nd Place: $50; up to Three Honorable Mentions.
POET LAUREATE AWARD: a serious poem, any subject, any style, max of 110 lines.*
Sponsored by Kevin Watson/Press 53 Open to poets currently residing in NC.
The winning poem will be selected by the North Carolina Poet Laureate.
Single prize of $200.
ALICE OSBORN AWARD: poems in any form, written by adults for children 2 to 12 years of age, max of 36 lines.*
Sponsored by Alice Osborn
CAROL BESSENT HAYMAN POETRY OF LOVE AWARD: any form, any style, on the theme of love, max of 36 lines.*
Sponsored by Dave Manning
KATHERINE KENNEDY McINTYRE LIGHT VERSE AWARD: any form, any style, including limericks, max of 36 lines.*
Sponsored by Diana Pinckney
MARY RUFFIN POOLE AMERICAN HERITAGE AWARD: any form, any style on the theme of American heritage,
sibling-hood or nature, max of 36 lines.*
Endowed by Pepper Worthington
POETRY OF COURAGE AWARD: any form, any style, on the theme of courage or crisis, max of 36 lines.*
Endowed by Ann Campanella
BRUCE LADER POETRY OF WITNESS AWARD: any form, any style, addressing contemporary events or issues, max of 36 lines.*
Sponsored by Doug Stuber

Poems with different line requirements
BLOOD-HAIKU AWARD: contemporary English language haiku (untitled)
Sponsored by Bill Griffin
JOANNA CATHERINE SCOTT AWARD: Sonnet or other traditional form, max of 50 lines.*
Sponsored by anonymous Friends of Joanna C. Scott
THOMAS H. McDILL AWARD: any form, any style, max of 70 lines.*
Sponsored by the Board of the NC Poetry Society
*****

*Please note: Line limits include title, epigraph, blank lines, and lines of text.

ENTRY GUIDELINES & OTHER INFO: www.ncpoetrysociety.org/adultcontests

Poetry Competitions
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NORTH CAROLINA POETRY SOCIETY

2023 STUDENT POETRY CONTESTS
Postmarked by: February 3, 2023
The NC Poetry Society is currently accepting submissions for its 2023 student poetry contests, open
to student poets from 3rd grade to university undergraduates attending schools in North Carolina.

PRIZES:
Each winning student poem will be published in the NC Poetry Society’s annual
Pinesong anthology, which features all of the contest winners and their poems.
1st Place winners will receive a $60 check, an NCPS award certificate,
& a free copy of Pinesong.
2nd Place winners receive $40, an NCPS award certificate, & a free copy of Pinesong.
3rd Place winners receive $25, an NCPS award certificate, & a free copy of Pinesong.
Honorable Mention winners (up to three per contest) are also chosen.
These winners receive an NCPS award certificate & a free copy of Pinesong.

THE TRAVIS TUCK JORDAN AWARD for students in Grades 3 - 5
Endowed by Dorothy and Oscar Pederson

THE JOAN SCOTT MEMORIAL AWARD for students in Grades 5 - 9

for poems about the environment
Endowed by contributions in memory of Joan Scott and by the Board of the NC Poetry Society

THE MARY CHILTON AWARD for students in Grades 6 - 9
Sponsored by Tori Reynolds

THE SHERRY PRUITT AWARD for students in Grades 10 - 12
Endowed by Gail Peck

THE UNDERGRADUATE AWARD

for undergraduate students attending a NC college or university

All poems may be in any form, but may not exceed 32 lines per poem,
including line breaks within the poem.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES & OTHER INFO: www.ncpoetrysociety.org/studentcontests/

Poetry Readings & Events
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McIntyre’s Books’ Poetry Series Returns in 2023 sponsored by the NC Poetry Society
Readings are held last Sunday afternoons of the month
(no reading in November or December)
McIntyre’s Books
220 Market St., Pittsboro
McIntyre’s Fine Books is located in Fearrington Village, (half-way between Pittsboro & Chapel Hill on Hwy 15501 South)
January 29
2:00pm
Cheryl Wilder, Anything That Happens
Earl Huband, In the Coral Reef of the Market
February 26
2:00pm
Janis Harrington, How to Cut a Woman in Half
Dasan Ahanu, Shackled Freedom
To get on mailing list for announcements only write to Joan at msjoan9@gmail.com.
For more info: http://www.fearrington.com/village/mcintyres.asp

POETRY PARTY
Saturday January 28
Century Center
100 N. Greensboro, Carrboro

6:00-8:00pm

The Town of Carrboro and the Poet's Council invite you to a tribute to Carrboro's history of Poet Laureates
and poetry, honoring the town's poets laureates over the years in Carrboro. We will be thanking Fred Joiner
for being the most recent Carrboro Poet Laureate to complete his term and welcoming Liza Wolff-Francis as
Carrboro's newest Poet Laureate.
Please join us for readings and a celebration!

Readings for Orange Tulips by Joan Barasovska
January 5
6:00pm (book signing at 5:30)
Reading with Chris Abbate and Sherry Siddall
Flyleaf Books
752 Martin Luther King Blvd., Chapel Hill
February 19
2:00pm
Reading with Ashley Lumpkin
Scuppernong Books
304 S. Elm St., Greensboro

Poetry Readings & Events Continued...
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Recurring Events:
Carrboro Recreation, Parks & Cultural Resources Department Presents:
Poet’s Open Mic Night (ZOOM)
1st Tuesday of Each Month listed, 7:00-8:00pm
Join Carrboro Recreation, Parks & Cultural Resources Department
the first Tuesday of each month listed for this great event! This is a
night where poets can engage with others and share the power and
diversity of poetry. The event is staged to provide a venue for people
to celebrate, to share, and to encourage the writing, reading and
listening to poetry. See page 21 for listings.
Dec 6, 7:00pm ZOOM
https://townofcarrboro.zoom.us/j/89894025347?pwd=bE1YUkFVRG1zNWNlL0tXMkhrT3pCdz09
Passcode: 592252

No Open Mic in January

Free the Mic
Lucky Tree
3801 Hillsborough St., Suite 137, Raleigh

2nd & 4th Mondays of Each Month, 7:00-10:00pm

For people who are not afraid to believe in themselves, for people who are thinking of believing in themselves, and also for people who like supporting people who believe in themselves. Just bring good energy &
support for local artists. Artists and spectators welcome!!! We ask that you respect the space & audience!
Sign up: by email or by Instagram message.
For more info: http://www.luckytreeraleigh.com/

Passionate Poets
Unity Center of Peace
8800 Seawell School Rd., Chapel Hill

2nd Wednesday of Each Month, 7:00-8:30pm
$10 suggested donation

Passionate Poets invites all to this evening of creative expressions where performers are encouraged
to share their gifts of music, poetry, dance or comedy. Performance times will be 3-5 minutes each
depending on the number of participants. A piano is available if required. Arrive early at 6:30pm to sign up.
MC: Vanessa Vendola.
For more info, contact Vanessa Vendola at 919-810-3548.

Poetry Readings & Events Continued...
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More Recurring Events:
Urban Folklore: A Night of Poetry
PS 118 Gallery & Event Space
118 Parrish St., Durham

2nd Thursday of Each Month, 7:00-9:00pm
$10 general admission

Urban Folklore is a special monthly poetry series showcasing poets in an intimate setting. Experience
engaging and dynamic performances followed by a talkback with the artists. The goal is to not just enjoy
the words but to gain a deeper understanding of the writers behind them. Featuring two amazing poets
each month! Presented by Horse and Buggy Press & HPJW Publishing*.
"Complimentary refreshments (sparkling waters and also beers courtesy gallery sponsor
Fullsteam Brewery)"
This event is mask optional. We encourage everyone to be comfortable and safe.
*Howling Pen Johnson Writeasy Publishing is a small independent press dedicated to
showcasing poets and other writers from North Carolina and across the south. Started
by Dasan Ahanu, the press has published emerging and established poets alike. Committed to elevating voices from below the Mason Dixon Line, HPJW Publishing invites readers
to come sit on the porch with us and enjoy a taste of southern eloquence and insight.
For more info contact Dasan Ahanu at dasan@dasanahanu.com

Friday Noon Poets
Zoom

Fridays, 12:00-1:30pm

Informal meetings every Friday. Read original poem or prose or a selection written by someone else.
Writings should be no longer than 1½ pages. All are welcome!
Those wanting to attend should email dougstuber@gmail.com.

Poetry Jam – Open Mic
Lanza’s Cafe
601 West Main St.,
#Suite C, Carrboro

2nd Friday of Each Month, 6:30-8:00pm

Come share your artistic magic in poetry every 2nd Friday!
Poetry is an adventure of your own making! Come and share your artistic
magic in poetry! Bring your journal or any piece that moves you and share
your heart, for but a moment, at Lanza's Cafe! Kids from 2 to 122 are welcome!

Tongue & Groove Open Mic Redux
VAE Raleigh
410 Glenwood Ave South #170, Raleigh

2nd Sunday of Each Month, 7:00pm

This is an open mic hosted by Anna Weaver, Sarah Egan Warren,
and Andrew Warren. We welcome poetry, music, storytelling and the
occasional interpretive dance. Anything but comedy (which is not say
you can't be funny). List open at 7:00. Show at 7:30. 7-minute slots.
For event updates and to get/stay in touch: http://tongueandgroove-openmic.com

Poetry Workshops
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Beauty, Humor, and Hope: an On-Line Poetry Workshop
Taught by Pam Baggett
Sunday, December 4

2:00-4:00pm

https://orangecountync.librarycalendar.com/event/beauty-humor-and-hope-part-2-online-poetry-workshop
Political, social, and climate chaos, combined with the pandemic,
have led to anger, trauma, despair, grief. Yet we mustn’t, as Jane
Hirshfield says, “be rude to joy.” Taking time to appreciate and
write about the beauty and humor that still exist, to feel hope, can
offer necessary ballast and a balm that helps us navigate our
lives and our writing. In this generative workshop, we’ll look at
poems that, in Jack Gilbert’s words, “risk delight,” then begin
crafting our own. Writers working at all levels and in other genres
are welcome. The workshops are free.
***Please register by the Thursday prior to each workshop
in order to attend. A link to each workshop will be sent,
along with the packets of poems we’ll be using.

Jambalya Soul Slam Academy Writing & Performance Workshop - ZOOM
Every 2nd Monday
Hayti Heritage Center
804 Old Fayetteville St., Durham
Facilitated by Dasan Ahanu.

6:30-8:30pm

Poetry Websites
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Poetry Websites
http://www.ncPoetrySociety.org

Home of The North Carolina Poetry Society, an all-volunteer organization especially for poets and friends of
poetry. There are approx. 370 members.

http://www.poets.org

Award-winning website of the Academy of American Poets. Find thousands of poems as well as hundreds of
poet biographies, essays, interviews, and poetry recordings. Also available are resources such as the National
Poetry Map, a national events calendar, and poetry lesson plans for teachers.

http://www.ncwriters.org/

Home of the North Carolina Writers' Network. The Network strives to lead, promote, educate, and–most
importantly–connect writers, at all levels of skill and experience, from across the state and beyond.

http://www.poemhunter.com

Poetry Search Engine with thousands of poems and poets.

http://poems.com

“Poetry Daily” is an anthology of contemporary
poetry. Each day, we bring you a new poem
from new books, magazines, and journals.

http://livingpoetry.net

Fascinated by the power of poetry, members of
Living Poetry are dedicated to keeping the pulse
of poetry alive in the North Carolina Triangle area.

https://www.meetup.com/find/?keywords=poetry
Join a Poetry Meet-Up in your area.

http://griffinpoetry.com/

Bill Griffin created this website to showcase vivid poetic imagery, from established as well as emerging poets. He
hopes you’ll read a line that reaches out and grabs you by the throat - the image that is so vivid, novel, sensual,
emotionally imperative - so satisfying you find yourself saying, Damn, I wish I’d written that!

https://writenaked.net/

Here you will find vignettes from the freelance writing life, behind-the-pen scoop on articles, tips for working with
editors, overviews of conferences, interviews with publishers, guest bloggers in the publishing industry, and a few
miscellaneous blogs with a writerly twist.

www.maurahigh.com

Maura High will be posting poems (recorded and on the page), photos, comments, information about her work as
an editor, and anything else that seems from time to time interesting and relevant.

http://forums.bellaonline.com/ubbthreads.php?ubb=postlist&Board=109
A community forum all about Poetry. You can participate in free, fun online discussions.

Carrboro Recreation, Parks & Cultural Resources
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By Request:
Poetry Revealed Presents
OPEN MIC NIGHTS!
Poet’s Open Mic Night - ZOOM
Join Carrboro Recreation, Parks & Cultural Resources
Department on the first Tuesday of each month listed.
This is a night where poets can engage with others
and share the power and diversity of poetry. This
program will provide the opportunity for people
to celebrate, to share, and to encourage the writing,
reading, and listening of poetry. For information
on this program, please call (919) 918-7372.
Pre-registration is required.

Dates Held:
December 6
No Open Mic in January
February 7
March 7
Time: 7:00-8:00pm
Carrboro Recreation, Parks & Cultural Resources Dept.
100 N Greensboro St, Carrboro, NC 27510
919-918-7364
carrbororec.org

Created and Issued by the
Carrboro Recreation, Parks & Cultural Resources Department
For the newsletter, we welcome:
 Poetry News
 Upcoming Poetry Events
 Articles
 Contest Information
 Festival and Event Recaps
 ...and of course, Poetry
Please email your information to
Karen Kessler at
KKessler@carrboronc.gov

Information about the
2023 West End Poetry Festival
can be found closer to the event at:
www.westendpoetryfestival.org

100 North Greensboro Street
Carrboro, NC 27510
919-918-7364
http://carrbororec.org
www.facebook.com/carrbororec
Twitter @CarrboroRecPark

The Town of Carrboro does not endorse the views and opinions expressed in this newsletter. The Town of Carrboro
does not assume responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information enclosed.
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